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SUMMARY

Dosage compensation in Drosophila is an epigenetic
phenomenon utilizing proteins and long noncoding
RNAs (lncRNAs) for transcriptional upregulation of
the male X chromosome. Here, by using UV cross-
linking followed by deep sequencing, we show that
two enzymes in the Male-Specific Lethal complex,
MLE RNA helicase and MSL2 ubiquitin ligase, bind
evolutionarily conserved domains containing tan-
dem stem-loops in roX1 and roX2 RNAs in vivo.
These domains constitute the minimal RNA unit
present in multiple copies in diverse arrangements
for nucleation of the MSL complex. MLE binds to
these domains with distinct ATP-independent and
ATP-dependent behavior. Importantly, we show
that different roX RNA domains have overlapping
function, since only combinatorial mutations in
the tandem stem-loops result in severe loss of
dosage compensation and consequently male-spe-
cific lethality. We propose that repetitive structural
motifs in lncRNAs could provide plasticity during
multiprotein complex assemblies to ensure efficient
targeting in cis or in trans along chromosomes.

INTRODUCTION

Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are emerging as important

regulators of chromatin state and transcription in eukaryotic

cells. They can contribute to the regulation of single genes or

whole chromosomes and can influence the 3D structure of large

genomic regions. Due to their length, which typically is in the
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range of kilobases, it has been difficult to determine functional

domains in these lncRNAs and therefore to understand their

exact contributions to transcriptional regulation (for reviews,

see Augui et al., 2011; Rinn and Chang, 2012).

In both Drosophila and mammals, X-chromosomal dosage

compensation is carried out by the concerted action of lncRNAs

and protein complexes (Maenner et al., 2012). In mammals,

females suppress transcription from one of the two X chromo-

somes in a process called X chromosome inactivation (XCI) (Au-

gui et al., 2011; Jeon et al., 2012). One of the most prominent

lncRNAs that is involved in XCI is a 17 kb long lncRNA called

X-inactive specific transcript (Xist), which is transcribed from

the X-inactivation centre (Xic) and coats the X chromosome in

cis, leading to its transcriptional repression. Xist is hypothesized

to achieve this repression by recruiting the PRC2 complex

mostly through a conserved region called ‘‘repeat A’’ toward

the 50 end of the RNA (Zhao et al., 2008). This repeat is one of

several in Xist RNA that has been shown to be important for its

function (Wutz et al., 2002).

In contrast to mammals, Drosophila achieves dosage com-

pensation by transcriptionally upregulating the single X chromo-

some in males (Conrad and Akhtar, 2011). Although the end

result is opposite (activation versus repression), Drosophila

also utilizes lncRNAs for dosage compensation. Both tran-

scribed from the X chromosome, these RNAs are called RNA

on the X 1 and 2 (roX1 and roX2) (Amrein and Axel, 1997; Ilik

and Akhtar, 2009; Meller and Rattner, 2002; Meller et al., 1997),

and together with five proteins (MSL1, MSL2, MSL3, MOF, and

MLE) they form the Male-Specific Lethal (MSL) complex. Once

formed, the MSL complex coats the X chromosome and acety-

lates H4K16 through the acetyltransferase activity ofMOF, which

is linked to increased transcriptional output of X-chromosomal

genes in males (Conrad et al., 2012; Larschan et al., 2011).

Both roX1 and roX2 contain conserved regions that are

shared by the two RNAs called roX boxes (henceforth RB or
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RB element). Spotted in one of the earliest studies on roX

RNAs (Franke and Baker, 1999) as a short stretch of sequence

common to both RNAs, the biological significance of these

elements is still unknown, although genetic studies have

shown that they are important for the function of both roX1 (Kel-

ley et al., 2008) and roX2 (Park et al., 2007, 2008) in dosage

compensation.

Immunoprecipitation of various members of the complex from

cell extracts, with or without formaldehyde fixation, has shown

that roX RNAs are found associated with the MSL complex

with or without MLE (Akhtar et al., 2000; Fauth et al., 2010;

Izzo et al., 2008; Meller et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2000). However,

genetic experiments suggest that MLE is important for the incor-

poration of the roX RNA into the MSL complex (Meller et al.,

2000) and in the absence of MLE, MSL1, and MSL2 binds only

to high-affinity sites (HASs) on the X chromosome (Gilfillan

et al., 2004). Therefore, studying how roX RNAs interact with

MSL complexmembers is important to gain a better understand-

ing of the mechanism underlying dosage compensation.

Here, by employing individual-nucleotide resolution UV cross-

linking and immunoprecipitation (iCLIP), we show that the most

prominent targets of MLE and MSL2 are roX1 and roX2 in vivo.

Intriguingly, roX1 and roX2 are bound by MLE and MSL2 only

at discrete domains that are common for both proteins. These

conserved domains contain highly structured tandem stem-

loops with a repetitive organization shared by both roX1 and

roX2. We further show that MLE binding to the first half of the

roX2RNA occurs in an ATP-independentmanner, while the bind-

ing to the second half is ATP dependent. The ATP-independent

interaction is mediated via the N-terminal double-strand RNA-

binding domains of MLE. Importantly, we show that tandem

stem-loops in roX2 RNA have partially overlapping functions,

as combined mutations cause male-specific lethality. Taken

together, these data reveal the critical role of structured domains

in roX RNAs in nucleation of theMSL complex for efficient target-

ing to the X chromosome. We propose that such RNA organiza-

tion could be a widespread feature of lncRNAs that can facilitate

assembly and propagation of multiprotein complexes along

chromatin in cis and in trans. Moreover, MLE’s differential bind-

ing mode could allow, on one side, stable anchoring on the RNA

and at the same time can ensure that roX RNAs act as dynamic

platforms for MSL complex assembly.

RESULTS

MLE Is Enriched on HAS, and Its Chromatin Association
Is RNase Sensitive
Although MLE is enriched on the X chromosome (Figure 1A;

Kuroda et al., 1991), how and where this protein interacts with

chromatin has not been thoroughly explored. This knowledge is

important for our understanding of X-chromosomal targeting,

since recent studies show that the MSL complex members do

not have identical binding patterns onX-linked genes:MOFbinds

both promoters and gene bodies, while MSL3 is only enriched in

gene bodies (Hallacli et al., 2012; Kadlec et al., 2011; Kind et al.,

2008). Therefore, we first carried out chromatin immunoprecipi-

tation followed by deep sequencing (ChIP-seq) on wild-type

Schneider (S2) cells using a specific MLE antibody to identify
binding sites for MLE in the Drosophila genome. As expected,

MLE-bound genes are concentrated on the X chromosome (Fig-

ure 1B). However, in contrast to MOF, MLE binding appeared

almost restricted to HAS on the X chromosome (Figures 1C

and 1D, see Figures S1A and S1E online; 204 [41.7%] of MLE-

bound genes overlap a HAS, and 170 [89.9%] of HASs fall within

a MLE-bound gene). Interestingly, in biochemical assays MLE is

weakly associated with the core MSL complex (MSL1, MSL2,

MSL3, MOF) (Figure 1E), and this weak interaction is sensitive

to RNase A treatment (Figure 1E, compare lanes 3 and 4). How-

ever, despite this apparent substoichiometric association, deple-

tion of MLE leads to reduction of MSL1-3 andMOF protein levels

in addition to severely reduced roX1 and roX2 RNAs (Figure 1F).

Since MLE’s interaction with the MSL complex members was

not robust in our assayconditions,we rationalized thatMLEcould

be part of a different protein complex. We therefore generated

flies carrying anHA-FLAG-taggedMLE transgene (which rescues

male lethality in a loss-of-function mutant mle1 background and

localizes to the X chromosome just as the wild-type MLE does,

Figures S1B and S1C) and purified it from embryonic nuclear

extracts. To our surprise, we could only detect MLE in these

purifications (Figure S1D), suggesting that interactions between

MLE and other proteins, if any, are too weak or transient and

did not withstand our purification conditions.

MLE’s RNase-sensitive association with the MSL complex

prompted us to address whether bulk MLE-chromatin interac-

tions could also be RNase sensitive. We therefore incubated

S2 nuclei with RNase A. Most of MLE is dissociated by this

treatment (Figure 1G), which is consistent with MLE’s RNase-

sensitive association on polytene chromosomes (Richter et al.,

1996). Taken together, these observations suggest that MLE-

chromatin interactions include RNA intermediates. However,

it is possible that protein-protein interactions are also in-

volved in MLE’s interaction with chromatin and the MSL com-

plex, which could be dynamic and therefore not easy to score

in our assays.

iCLIP Identifies MLE- and MSL2-Interacting RNAs in the
Drosophila Transcriptome
MLE interactionwith chromatin and theMSL complex appears to

be RNase sensitive. Since the MSL complex contains roX RNAs,

they could constitute the most obvious interaction candidates.

However, roX RNAs can also be recovered in immunoprecipita-

tions of theMSL complex where noMLE can be detected (Akhtar

et al., 2000; Mendjan et al., 2006), indicating that there has to be

at least one, if not more, member of the MSL complex that

interacts with these lncRNAs. In previous studies we reported

that partial MSL complexes lacking MSL3 and/or MOF can still

coimmunoprecipitate roX RNA (Kadlec et al., 2011), whereas

complexes that lack MSL2 lack any detectable roX RNA (Hallacli

et al., 2012). This makes MSL2 a good candidate for RNA inter-

action, since it has been shown to interact with both DNA and

RNA in vitro (Fauth et al., 2010). Furthermore, it remains unclear

whether the MSL complex members only interact with roX RNAs

or whether they also have other RNA targets. We systematically

addressed this issue by using iCLIP, a technology that provides

direct evidence for protein-RNA interaction in vivo (König et al.,

2010). For this purpose, antibodies against MLE and MSL2
Molecular Cell 51, 156–173, July 25, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 157
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were used to isolate UV-crosslinked RNAs from Drosophila

clone8 cells, followed by deep sequencing analysis (Figures 2A

and 2B, see the Supplemental Information). This allowed us to

investigate crosslinking events genome-wide on a nucleotide-

scale resolution (Figures 2C and 2D). Genome-wide view of all

targets clearly shows that MLE and MSL2 bind a number of

RNAs in the Drosophila transcriptome. However, roX1 and

roX2 stand out as the most significant lncRNA targets for both

proteins, which are further characterized in this study. (Figure 2E,

Figures S2 and S3).

SHAPE and PARS Analysis Reveals Conserved
Secondary Structures within roX1 and roX2
Previous studies have shown that roX RNAs contain conserved

elements known as roX boxes, which could play an important

role in dosage compensation (Kelley et al., 2008; Park et al.,

2007, 2008; Stuckenholz et al., 2003). However, no systematic

biochemical analysis of their secondary structure has been re-

ported to date. Therefore, before analyzing the MLE/MSL-roX

interaction in detail, we performed selective 20-hydroxyl acyla-
tion analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) (Wilkinson et al.,

2006) and parallel analysis of RNA structure (PARS) (Kertesz

et al., 2010) on roX1 and roX2 to study their intrinsic secondary

structures, which may contribute to their specific interactions

with the MSL complex (Figure 3, Figures S4 and S5).

SHAPE is a chemical technique for probing RNA structure,

which resolves unpaired RNA bases of a target RNA (Wilkinson

et al., 2006; also see the Experimental Procedures and the Sup-

plemental Information). Given that the 30 terminus of roX1 has

been previously shown to be important for dosage compensa-

tion and sensitive to deletion/mutation (Kelley et al., 2008; Stuck-

enholz et al., 2003), and that MLE andMSL2 directly interact with

this region by iCLIP (Figure 4), we first sought to analyze the

structure of the 30-terminal domain of roX1. We subjected full-

length in vitro-transcribed roX1 to SHAPE and resolved sites of

modification by PAGE (Figure 3). We integrated the band inten-

sities and calculated the ‘‘SHAPE reactivity’’ for each RNA

base, a measurement of its single-strandedness. We used the

individual bases’ SHAPE reactivities to direct a structure model

of the interrogated roX1 region. Figure 3A summarizes one

such region (roX1 helix 1, R1H1), showing lightly modified bases

with low SHAPE reactivity characteristic of paired helices, and
Figure 1. MLE Is Enriched on High-Affinity Sites, and Its Chromatin As

(A) A polytene squash staining of male third-instar larvae shows that MLE (green

(B) ChIP-seq analysis shows thatMLE is enriched on the X chromosome. All genes

are shown in green. Top (+) and bottom strand (�) are indicated. Scale at the bo

(C) A browser snapshot for roX2 HAS. MLE binding (green) to HAS is more restri

roX2 gene.

(D) Almost all HASs are bound byMLE. The X chromosome is represented in three

MLE-bound HASs in orange (also see Figure S1E). Two specific HASs, the roX1

(E) Immunoprecipitation of MSL1 from an S2 nuclear extract, under mild conditio

MSL3, andMOF (compare lanes 1 and 2with lane 3). RNase A treatment (lane 4) le

(F) RNAi-mediated depletion ofMLE in S2 cells led to the destabilization of theMSL

double-stranded RNA (GFP [control] or MLE) treated S2 cells. Expression levels o

as a control. Error bars represent standard deviation (± SD) of three biological re

whole-cell extracts. Tubulin and NXF1 served as loading controls.

(G) The solubility of MSL1, MOF, MSL3, and MLE is tested in nuclei isolated

np, nucleoplasmic fraction). See Figure S1.
heavily modified bases with high SHAPE reactivity characteristic

of unpaired loops, bulges, and linkers. Piecing together the

SHAPE reactivities for each reverse transcription priming event

on roX1, we built a composite structure model that best fits the

data (Figure 3C) and identified three stable helices connected

by flexible linker regions, supporting previous structure pre-

dictions (inset, Figure 3B). The largest, most stable structure

identified is R1H1. The stem contains a sequence element that

resembles the roX box motif that we called ‘‘roX box-like’’

(RBL from here on, also see below and Figure 5E and Figure S4)

motif. We have found other instances of this RBLmotif also in he-

lical structures within roX2 RNA (discussed below). Immediately

downstream is R1H2, a helix formed by a long-range interaction

between the inverted roX box (IRB) and roX box 1 (RB1) (see also

Figure S4 and Figure 4B). In the loop formed by R1H2 lies the

‘‘P2’’ stem-loop and A-bulge (Figure 3C). Interestingly, the low-

complexity, adenosine-rich A-bulge has low SHAPE reactivity

characteristic of paired bases, suggesting that it may pair with

one of several distant U-rich regions on roX1. The remaining

30 terminus of roX1, including two roX boxes, is not predicted

to fold into a significant structure (Figure S4).

Following the structural map of roX1, we next analyzed roX2

by SHAPE. Again, we identified support for structures such as

R2H1 (for roX2 helix 1), a 21 bp stem-loop at the 50 end of roX2

exon-3 (Figure 3D). We constructed a global structure model

for roX2 and found that roX2 exon-3 is organized into repeated

structural domains that are connected by flexible linkers (Fig-

ure 3F and Figure S5). The overall structure of roX2 RNA can

be split into two clusters of tandem stem-loops. The first cluster

is situated at the 50 end and consists of four stem-loops (R2H1–

R2H3 and P3), the first three containing incidences of the RBL

motif (R2H1-R2H3) in their stems (Figure 3E and Figure 5B).

The second cluster is at the 30 end of the RNA and consists

also of four stem-loops (P4 and R2H4–R2H6), this time the last

three containing RB elements instead of RBL elements which

fold into stable stem-loops (R2H4–R2H6). Two secondary

structures, P3 and P4, lack a recognizable RB/RBL motif. The

intervening (CAATA)n repeat region separating the two hairpin

clusters has no significant reconcilable structure. To comple-

ment the SHAPE data for roX2, we also performed PARS, an

enzymatic RNA structure probing technique that relies on the

structure specificity of V1 and S1 ribonucleases (Figure S5),
sociation Is RNase Sensitive

) coats the X chromosome. DNA is shown in blue (DAPI).

are represented in their correct chromosomal location (gray).MLE binding sites

ttom indicates the size chromosomal length in megabasepair (Mbp).

cted than MOF (orange). The red box on top marks the HAS that overlaps the

tracks: MLE-bound genes are shown in green (as in B), the HASs in red, and the

and roX2 genes, are specified by arrows.

ns, results in coprecipitation of small amounts of MLE in comparison to MSL2,

ads to the loss of this weakMLE interaction. NXF1 served as a negative control.

complex together with the loss of roXRNAs. (Left) Total RNAwas isolated from

f roX1 and roX2 were determined by RT-qPCR analysis. PGK levels were used

plicates. (Right) Western blot analysis of the corresponding experiment using

from S2 cells, with or without RNase A incubation (ch, chromatin fraction;
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and found that the SHAPE and PARS independently supported

our roX2 structure model. One alternative secondary structure

that is partially supported by SHAPE and PARS remodels

R2H4 and R2H5, wherein the inverted roX box (IRB) of R2H5

forms a helix with the roX box of R2H4, leaving the roX box of

R2H5 exposed (Figure S5).

Overall, our structure model for roX2 exon-3 reveals a similar

architecture to that of roX1: stable helices that are formed by

paired roX box motifs strung together by flexible single-

stranded linkers. We aligned the structure models of roX1 and

roX2 to the evolutionary conservation scores to identify which

regions of the RNAs are conserved. Most stems (particularly

those containing roX box motifs) are conserved throughout evo-

lution, but not loops or linkers (Figures S4 and S5). Taken

together this analysis revealed that both roX1 and roX2 contain

conserved secondary structures scattered throughout the

length of the RNA.

MLE and MSL2 Interact with Conserved and Structured
Regions of roX1 and roX2
The strong enrichment of roX1 and roX2 RNAs in iCLIP analysis

called for a detailed investigation of the similarities and differ-

ences between these RNA structures with respect to MLE and

MSL2 binding.

roX1

We identified three domains of 200–500 nucleotides (D1–D3) in

roX1 that are bound by both MLE and MSL2 with high iCLIP

scores (Figure 4A). MSL2 binding profile on these regions

appeared slightly broader compared to MLE (Figure 4A and Fig-

ures S3A and S3B). Among these, the third binding domain (D3,

also used above in SHAPE and PARS analysis) is highly enriched

for MLE binding and harbors most of the top peaks that map to

roX1. Although this domain contains many conserved elements

and is implicated in roX1 function, it remained unclear whether

this region is a protein-docking site for the MSL complex mem-

bers (Kelley et al., 2008; Stuckenholz et al., 2003). Furthermore,

binding to the additional two domains was unexpected. Remark-

ably, bound regions constitute only approximately 25% of roX1

RNA (3.7 kb), suggesting that the rest of the RNA is flexible

and not present in a defined structure that could be scored using

the in vivo crosslinking method.

Since MLE binding appeared clustered and restricted to three

domains of roX1 in vivo (Figure 4A), we next addressed whether

we could also recapitulate this mode of binding in vitro to gain

insight into the binding mechanism. For this purpose, we utilized

GRNA chromatography (Czaplinski et al., 2005). This method re-

lies on the high-affinity interaction between a 19 nt RNA element
Figure 2. iCLIP Reveals that MLE and MSL2 Interact with RNA In Vivo,

(A) MLE or MSL2 immunoprecipitated from nuclear extracts prepared from clone8

with low or high concentrations of RNaseI. Bound RNA is radioactively labeled and

the protein of interest (red box) are isolated from nitrocellulose membranes in tri

(B) MLE andMSL2 libraries generated using the iCLIP approach. High-, medium-,

transcription and separate amplification with Illumina sequencing-compatible pr

(C) MLE iCLIP detects 2,447 crosslinked nucleotides. The genomic distribution o

particular bias toward any chromosome. roX1 (blue) and roX2 (red) nucleotides s

(D) MSL2 iCLIP detects 5,206 crosslinked nucleotides. Scores and distribution o

(E) Distribution of crosslinking events. The majority of crosslinking events fall on
called boxB and a 22 amino acid long peptide called lN22 (Fig-

ure 4C) and allows relatively long RNAs (up to �1 kb) to be

used as well as endogenously expressed proteins in nuclear

extracts made from Drosophila embryos, thus placing technique

in between in vivo approaches such as iCLIP and complete

in vitro experiments such as electrophoretic mobility shift assays

(EMSAs). We designed five roX1 RNA derivatives for chromatog-

raphy: three regions that interact with MLE (D1, D2, and D3) and

two regions that show no MLE binding (U1 and U2) in vivo. We

observed exquisite binding specificity of MLE to these regions

(D1–D3) in comparison to unbound regions (U1 and U2) or to

GFP RNA in vitro (Figure 4D). The data show for the first time

that the three regions in roX1 have the capacity to autonomously

and specifically interact with MLE.

Since roX1 D3 resembles roX2 exon-3 both in length (450 nt

versus 504 nt) and in domain architecture (RBL motif containing

helical regions at the 50 end and RB elements at the 30 end) (Fig-
ure 4, also see below), we examined in more detail how this

domain interacts with MLE. First we split this domain into two:

the 50 half containing stem-loops R1H1 and P2 and the 30 half
that contains three RB elements (see schematic representation

in Figure 4B). Strikingly, we detected robust binding of MLE to

the 50 part of the RNA, but not to the 30 part (Figure 4E, lanes

5–7). However, when the 30 half is exten-ded to include P2 and

the IRB element, thus allowing the formation of R1H2 (119–

450, Figure 4E, lane 8) in addition to the RB elements, we started

to regain MLE interaction with roX1. This binding is still

weaker than what we observed with the full-length D3 RNA,

which only has R1H1 in addition to this fragment, underscoring

the importance of this structure in MLE binding. In fact, R1H1

alone (1–118) is sufficient to interact with MLE (Figure 4E

lane 8), suggesting that this region makes stable contacts with

MLE both in vitro and in vivo.

roX2

The roX2 gene is much smaller than the roX1 gene (1.2 kb versus

3.7 kb) and contains a large intron of�500 bp separating a small

first exon of�70 bp and a large conserved exon of�500 bp. The

‘‘intron’’ in roX2 undergoes extensive alternative splicing, and is

thus called exon-2 rather than intron-1 (Park et al., 2005). How-

ever, in contrast to roX1, iCLIP identified only one domain within

roX2 (the conserved exon-3) that showed extensive MLE binding

and similar to roX1; this domain was also scored for MSL2 bind-

ing (Figure 5A).

In order to identify structured regions that are protected by

MLE in roX2 RNA, we next carried out a small-scale high-

throughput sequencing of RNAs isolated by crosslinking immu-

noprecipitation (HITS-CLIP) (Licatalosi et al., 2008; a method
roX1 and roX2 Being the Major Interactors

cells under stringent conditions, with or without UV-C crosslinking, and treated

visualized by autoradiography. RNAmolecules above the molecular weight of

plicates, cloned into a library, and sequenced.

and low-range libraries are prepared by gel fractionation of cDNA after reverse

imers.

f crosslinked nucleotides scored by number of crosslinking events shows no

core considerably higher than most other nucleotides.

f roX1, roX2, and other nucleotides are similar to MLE.

roX1 and roX2 (Figure S2E). See Figures S2 and S3.
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Figure 3. SHAPE Structural Analysis Reveals the Architecture of roX1 and roX2

(A) SHAPE analysis of the R1H1 region of roX1. Full-length roX1 RNA was in vitro transcribed and treated with or without SHAPE reagent, (± NAI). cDNAs were

reverse transcribed from the modified RNA to identify modified, flexible bases. Sequencing lanes identify the base position + 1, and the (–) NAI lane identifies

spurious reverse transcription stops that aremodification independent. The SHAPE reactivity score for each base is calculated by integrating gel band intensities,

subtracting background (–NAI), and normalizing to top peaks. Paired bases have low reactivity (gray), and flexible unpaired bases have high reactivity (increasing

from yellow to orange to red).
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which only scores for uninterrupted reverse transcriptase read-

through cDNAs) experiment in S2 cells. The resulting data

agree well with the iCLIP data, as all reads that mapped to

roX2 fell on exon-3 (Figure S6A). Under closer inspection, four

groups of reads emerge from this data, all of which map to

roX2 helices. Interestingly, R2H1 and R2H2/3 account for

almost all of the reads that map to roX2 exon-3 (Figure S6A).

This observation suggests that this tandem stem-loop structure

within the first hairpin cluster of roX2 is the likely tether that inter-

acts with MLE.

iCLIP, HITS-CLIP, and structural analysis of roX RNAs suggest

that MLE interacts with two distinct regions of roX2 RNA: the 50

end of exon-3 that contains tandem stem-loops with RBL ele-

ments, and the 30 end of exon-3 with its RB elements. To under-

stand how these elements contribute to MLE binding, we split

roX2 exon-3 into two fragments (Figure 5B; 1–280 nt, the first

stem-loop cluster; and 281–504 nt, the second stem-loop cluster

containing RB elements) and used them in GRNA chromatog-

raphy, along with GFP RNA to control for background MLE bind-

ing. MLE indeed interacts very specifically with roX2 exon-3 in

this assay (Figure 5C, compare lane 5 to lanes 3 and 4), but sur-

prisingly only with the first hairpin cluster and not with the second

(Figure 5C, lanes 5–7).

The first roX2 cluster contains four helical structures that are

likely candidates for MLE binding. We next tested whether all

of these helical regions contribute to MLE-roX interactions and

designed point mutations that disrupt the stability of the stem

regions of R2H1, R2H2, and P3. Again, consistent with the out-

come of the HITS-CLIP experiment (Figure S6A), we observed

that the helical region of R2H1 provides the most important con-

tact in roX2 RNA, and destabilizing this stem leads to reduced

binding of MLE to full-length exon-3 RNA (Figure 5D, compare

lane 5 with lane 6). Interestingly, a double mutant of R2H1 and

R2H2 leads to an even more severe loss of binding (Figure 5D

compare lane 5 with lane 9), suggesting that these regions can

interact with MLE individually but act cooperatively for a more

stable interaction.

Taken together, a close inspection of MLE and MSL2 binding

data on roX1 and roX2 RNAs revealed two important aspects:

first, binding of these proteins is restricted to distinct domains

of each RNA; and second, these domains are similar for both

MLE and MSL2 (Figures 4 and 5). Furthermore, integrated anal-

ysis of roX RNA structure and iCLIP revealed that the roX box

sequence motif adopts a common, repeated secondary struc-

ture that underlies MLE-roX binding and that both roX RNAs

have architectural similarities on sequence and structural level

that may explain their redundant nature.
(B) SHAPE-derived structural domains of roX1. From the SHAPE reactivity profile f

is derived from the SHAPE gel in (A). For each structure, reactive bases are pr

characterized by stretches of low reactivity.

(C) Structure model of the entire 30 terminus of roX1. The 30 terminus of roX1 is orga

and R1H2). The A-bulge likely participates in long-range base pairing with distal U

well-defined secondary structure.

(D) The SHAPE profile of the R2H1 region of roX2. The R2H1 domain of roX2 exh

(E) SHAPE-derived structural domains of roX2. SHAPE of roX2 exon-3 resolvedm

(R2H1-3), and three contain the roX box motif (R2H4-6).

(F) Structuremodel for roX2 exon-3. roX2 exon-3 is arranged into stable structural
MLE Binding Is Demarcated by Specific Motifs in
roX RNAs
Both roX1 and roX2 contain multiple structural elements that

seem to operate as targeting cues forMLE and theMSL complex

in vivo. In order to define the sequences that are enriched in

MLE targets, we first analyzed the top 1% iCLIP peaks of MLE

in roX RNAs. This analysis revealed an extended version of the

roX box motif, which we have called the roX box/roX box-like

(RB/RBL) motif (Figure 5E). We identified three copies of the

RBL motif in the first hairpin cluster of roX2 and a single copy

in the stem region of R1H1 in roX1. Taken together, 11 of these

motifs (RB and RBL) identified in roX1 and roX2 account for

the strongest binding of MLE to these RNAs. This consensus

sequence is only present in roX RNAs and not present otherwise

in the Drosophila transcriptome underscoring a sex-specific

function of roX RNAs.

MLE Double-Stranded RNA-Binding Domains Mediate
Interaction with roX2
MLE has two N-terminal double-stranded RNA-binding domains

(dsRBDs) (Figure 6A), and the results from our GRNA experi-

ments show that MLE interacts mainly with two tandem helical

structures (R2H1 and R2H2) in the first hairpin cluster of roX2

exon-3 (Figures 5C and 5D). Next we investigated if these

domains are indeed able to interact with roX2 exon-3 in a

completely in vitro experiment with recombinant proteins and

RNA. To this end we expressed the first 254 amino acids of

MLE (MLE1-254; Figure 6B, lane 1), which includes dsRBD1,

dsRBD2, and the intervening region between them and tested

its ability to interact with an RNA probe consisting of the first

three stem-loops of roX2 exon-3 (R2H1wt R2H2wt) using

EMSA. MLE1-254 interacts specifically with this probe, consistent

with our GRNA experiments (Figure 6C, lanes 1–5). We intro-

duced three point mutations to this protein predicted to disrupt

contacts with the RNA backbone, one in dsRBD1 (K4E) and

two in dsRBD2 (H196E, R198E), creating MLE1-254(KHRmut) (Fig-

ure 6B, lane 2). This mutant, as predicted, no longer interacts

with RNA (Figure 6C, lanes 6–9, right). We then mutated the

stem-loops in our RNA probe, individually or at the same time,

in order to gauge their contribution toward the observed interac-

tions. In accord with the GRNA experiments, mutating single

stem-loops did little to these interactions (Figure S6B), whereas

mutating both resulted in an RNA that could no longer interact

efficiently with MLE1-254 (Figure 6C, left, compare lanes 2–5

with lanes 7–10). To study whether individual dsRBDs would

be able to recapitulate the interactions, we purified GST fusions

of dsRBD1 and dsRBD2 (Figure 6B) and tested their ability to
or the 30-terminal domain of roX1, a structure model is built. The R1H1 structure

esent in bulges and the terminal loop, whereas the helix of this stem-loop is

nized into three stable helices, two of which contain a core roX boxmotif (R1H1

-rich regions of roX1 that were not interrogated here. The very 30 end lacks any

ibits light-heavy-light modification, characteristic of a stable stem-loop.

any stable secondary structures. Three of the helices contain roX box-like motif

domains that are linked together by a flexible backbone. See Figures S4 and S5.
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interact with the identical RNA probes that were used for

MLE1-254. Albeit much weaker than MLE1-254, both dsRBD1

and dsRBD2 have the capacity to interact with the wild-type

RNA probe (dsRBD1 < dsRBD2) (Figure S6C). We also tested

dsRBD1 and dsRBD2 against the helix-destabilized RNA

probes. Surprisingly, unlike MLE1-254 (Figure S6B), dsRBD2’s

interaction with the mutant RNA probes was severely affected

when the first helix is destabilized, suggesting that this

domain prefers certain helical structures to others (Figure S6D,

compare lanes 2–5 [left] with lanes 2–5 [right]). In contrast, the

weak interaction of dsRBD1 with the wild-type or mutant RNA

probes remained unaffected, indicating that the scored interac-

tions are likely not specific to dsRNA (Figure S6E). Finally, we

tested if MLE1-254 and dsRBD2 interact with the 50 and 30 ends
of roX2 RNAwith equal efficiency. This was indeed the case (Fig-

ures S6F and S6G). Taken together, our EMSAs show that the

N terminus of MLE (MLE1-254) forms a robust dsRNA binding

domain which interacts with roX2 RNA more efficiently than

either dsRBD alone, suggesting cooperativity between dsRBD1

and dsRBD2.

ATP-Independent and -Dependent Binding of MLE
to roX2
Although iCLIP clearly detects MLE binding on both the first and

second stem-loop clusters of roX2 in vivo (Figures 5A and 5B),

stable binding is observedwithin the first stem-loop cluster using

GRNA chromatography (Figure 5C). MLE binding could be

further narrowed down to the first two stem-loops in that cluster

(R2H1 and R2H2) (Figure 5D). Since MLE is a robust RNA/DNA

helicase (Lee et al., 1997), we next addressedwhether this differ-

ence could be accounted for by the fact that the GRNA chroma-

tography experiments were performed in the absence of ATP.

We therefore repeated the experiment, comparing differences

in binding in the presence or absence of ATP (Figure 6D). Inter-

estingly, we observed that the MLE binding to the first stem-

loop cluster of roX2 (Figure 6D, 1–280, lanes 2 and 4) is sensitive

to ATP and is slightly reduced (same is observed for the nonspe-

cific RNA control GFP and full-length roX2 exon-3, Figure S7A).

However, in the presence of ATP, MLE binding to the second

stem-loop cluster dramatically increases and can be visualized

now in vitro (Figure 6D, 281–504, compare lanes 3 and 5).
Figure 4. MLE and MSL2 Bind to Three Clustered Regions within roX1

(A) The iCLIP data show that MLE and MSL2 interact with three domains (D1–D3

binding. See also Figure S2.

(B) A cartoon representation of roX1 RNA domain-3 (D3). roX1 region-3 is similar t

R1H1 contains an RBL element in its stem (pink box) and is followed by R1H2, w

green box) element and roX1 box1 (RB1, red-in-blue box). Another stem-loop (P2)

top iCLIP scores are indicated on top.

(C) The flow of a GRNA chromatography experiment.

(D) (Top) A cartoon representation of roX1 RNA delineated byMLE/MSL2 binding

elements described in (B). All RNA fragments used were of similar length (428–58

and D3 (lanes 4, 6, and 8, respectively) and not with regions U1 and U2, GFPRNA,

are indicated on the right.

(E) (Top) The full-length roX1 region3 (D3) is split into four fragments for GRNA e

indicated as nt (B). (Bottom) Specific binding of MLE to D3 (1–450) (compare lane

roX1 D3 (1–188) (lane 5). No significant binding was scored for the second half o

(lane 8); however, its deletion does not lead to a complete loss of MLE binding (119

assay. RNA eluted from the beads was run on a 1.2% agarose gel and stained w
In order to further characterize MLE’s ATP-dependent and

independent interaction with roX2, we next utilized GRNA

chromatography and nuclear extracts prepared from S2 cells

transfected with three different MLE derivatives (Figure 6E and

Figure S7B). We used a wild-type MLE construct (MLEwt), a

well-characterized mutant of MLE that cannot bind ATP effi-

ciently due to a point mutation at the conserved ATP-binding

motif I (K413E or MLEGET, Lee et al., 1997) and a mutant that is

incapable of interacting with dsRNA (MLEKHR) in vitro due to

three point mutations introduced into MLE’s two N-terminal

dsRBDs (Figure 6C). We can detect the transfected transgenic

MLE construct alongside the endogenous MLE that serves as

a positive control in each experiment because of the size shift

imparted by the affinity tag (Figure 6E, left). The transgenic pro-

teins were also detected using an antibody against an epitope

that is only found in the transfected constructs (RGS, Figure 6E,

right). The RNAs eluted from the beads were equal in all the

GRNA experiments, indicating that differences in MLE binding

are not a result of differential RNA loading or stability in extracts

(Figure S7C). These results clearly show that the wild-type MLE

construct behaves identically to the endogenously expressed

MLE protein with respect to its interaction with the 50 and 30

ends of roX2 exon-3 in the presence or absence of ATP (Fig-

ure 6E, MLEwt). Importantly, disrupting MLE’s ATP-binding

pocket greatly reduces MLE’s interaction with the 30 end of

roX2 exon-3 in the presence of ATP (Figure 6E, compare MLEwt

with MLEGET, lanes 4–7). Furthermore, the MLEKHR no longer in-

teracts with either the 50 end or the 30 end of roX2 with or without

ATP, showing that the interactions scored in GRNA experiments

are mediated by MLE’s N-terminal dsRBDs.

Only One Species of roX RNAsCan BeDetected perMSL
Complex
An interesting question is whether roX1 and roX2 can be present

within the same MSL complex, since they are redundant in func-

tion and localize to the same loci at the level of polytene chromo-

some stainings (Meller et al., 2000). To directly address this

issue, we utilized the chromatin isolation by RNA purification

(ChIRP) technique (Chu et al., 2011). We used DNA probes anti-

sense to either roX1 or roX2 (and to LacZ as a negative control)

and purified the target RNA and associated biomolecules from
RNA

) of roX1. The red box marks roX1 D3, which shows the highest score of MLE

o roX2 exon-3 in its arrangement of stem-loops and roX boxes (see Figure 5B).

hich is formed by a long-range interaction between the inverted roX box (IRB,

is predicted to form in the bulge separating IRB and roX1 box1. Some of MLE’s

shows the constructs used in GRNA experiments. Colored boxes represent the

5 nt). (Bottom) GRNA chromatography shows that MLE interacts with D1, D2,

or beads (lanes 5, 7, 3, and 2, respectively). Antibodies used for immunoblotting

xperiments. Colored boxes represent the elements described in nucleotide is

2 [beads] and lane 3 [GFP] with lane 4) could be further reduced to first half of

f D3 (230–450) (lanes 6). R1H1 (1–118) seems to be able to interact with MLE

–450; lane 7), suggesting that P2 and/or R1H2 can also interact withMLE in this

ith SYBR Safe and is shown beneath the immunoblots.
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clone8 cells. We observed that roX1 probes isolated roX1 RNA,

but not roX2 RNA, while roX2 probes isolated roX2 RNA, but not

roX1 RNA (Figure 6F). These data suggest that although roX1

and roX2 interact with the same proteins and localize to the

same loci on the X chromosome, the two RNAs are likely not pre-

sent in the same complexes.

Combinatorial Mutations in Both Stem-Loop Clusters in
roX2 Lead to Severe Male Lethality
Combination of iCLIP and GRNA chromatography experiments

suggest that the stem-loops at the 50 and 30 ends of roX2 are

qualitatively different from each other with respect to their inter-

action with MLE (Figures 6D and 6E). We next addressed the

functional importance of the different roX2 stem-loops in dosage

compensation in vivo. Using theFC-31 system, we generated 12

transgenic flies expressing various roX2 RNA derivatives under

the control of a UAS promoter and tested their ability to rescue

male lethality in a mutant that lacks endogenous roX expression

(roX1SMC17AroX2D, also see Figure 7 for schematic representa-

tions of these mutants). In accordance with our biochemical

observations, we operationally split roX2 exon-3 (1–504 nt) into

two: the first half (1–280 nt) we called ‘‘A’’ and the second half

(281–504 nt) ‘‘B.’’ We introduced various helix-destabilization

point mutations (see the Supplemental Information) in both

halves of the RNA independently (A mutations, A1–A3; or B

mutations, B1–B5, with the wild-type construct designated as

A0B0). As expected, introduction of wild-type roX2 exon-3

(A0B0) led to rescue of male lethality in roX double mutants (Fig-

ures 7A–7C). Interestingly, when mutations were introduced into

only the first stem-loop cluster (A1B0, A2B0, or A3B0), the trans-

genic RNAs were as efficient as the wild-type RNA in rescuing

male lethality upon tubulin-GAL4-driven expression (Figure 7A,

middle). Similarly, when single helices were disrupted at the 30

end of roX2 exon-3, the transgenic RNAs were again as efficient

as the wild-type construct in rescuing male lethality (A0B1,

A0B2, and A0B3; Figure 7B, middle). However, destabilizing

the last two stem-loops (A0B4, R2H5 and R2H6) significantly

reduced the viability of male flies. Destabilization of R2H4, in

addition to R2H5 and R2H6 (A0B5), did not enhance the lethality

phenotype (Figure 7B, middle; compare A0B5 to A0B4). When

mutations in the helical elements of both the first and the second

stem-loop clusters are combined (Figure 7C), we observed a

severe male lethality phenotype with very few escapers, espe-

cially when the last two stem-loops are mutated (A1B4, A2B4,

and A3B4) (Figure 7C). Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis
Figure 5. MLE and MSL2 Bind Exclusively to roX2 Exon-3

(A) MSL2 and MLE interact with the evolutionarily conserved third exon of roX2 i

(B) A cartoon representation of roX2 exon-3 shows that it has tandem helical region

cluster with RBL elements (pink boxes), and three roX-box elements at its 30 en
structures that form the second stem-loop cluster. MLE’s top iCLIP scores are in

also shown.

(C) GRNA chromatography showsMLE interaction with the full-length roX2 exon-3

SHAPE, iCLIP, and HITS-CLIP data, RNA was split into two halves. MLE bindin

second stem-loop cluster (281–504, lane 7). The proteins are probed with the ind

(D) GRNA experiment, similar to (C), where the stem regions of R2H1, R2H2, or P

exon-3 RNA in order to see if these are the regions that are responsible for MLE-r

eluted from the beads was run on a 1.2% agarose gel and stained with SYBR S

(E) The extended roXbox/roXbox-like motif found at MLE crosslinking sites with
of the stability of these transgenic RNAs in wandering third-

instar male larvae showed that isolated mutations at the 50

end, or individual mutations at the 30 end of roX2 exon-3, had

little or no adverse effects on the stability of these RNAs (Fig-

ures 7A and 7B, right). However, mutating the last two

stem-loops concurrently led to destabilization of the transgenic

RNA (Figure 7B, right; A0B4 and A0B5), in line with the partially

functional RNA leading to low rate of male survival. Interestingly,

combining these destabilizing mutations at the 30 end with muta-

tions at the 50 end once again results in transgenic roX2 exon-3

RNAs that are as stable as the wild-type roX2 exon-3 RNA,

even though these RNAs are effectively not functional in dosage

compensation, judged both by their inability to rescue lethality in

roX double mutants (Figure 7C, middle) and their inability to sup-

port the targeting of the MSL1 and H4K16 acetylation to the

X chromosome (Figure 7D).

Tubulin-GAL4-driven expression of the A0B0 construct (wild-

type roX2 exon-3) results in approximately eight times higher

roX2 RNA levels compared to wild-type roX2 levels in males

(Figure S7D). To determine if this overexpression might have

masked biologically important contributions of some of our

mutants, we used a weaker but ubiquitously expressed GAL4

driver, daughterless-GAL4 (Figure S7E, left), which reduced

the expression of our transgenes to approximately three times

higher roX2 RNA levels (Figure S7E, right). At this level of

expression, the wild-type construct (A0B0) rescued male

lethality as efficiently (Figures S7F and S7G). However, isolated

mutations at the first (A1BO) or at the second hairpin cluster

(A0B1) now resulted in a marked decrease in male viability

phenotype (Figures S7F and S7G). Moreover, combining these

mutations led to a roX2 exon-3 construct that could only rescue

�1% of males.

Taken together, these experiments suggest that at higher

expression levels the first half of roX2 is dispensable for dosage

compensation. However, since only combinatorial mutations in

‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ are incompatible with male viability, the two halves

of the RNA appear to have partially overlapping yet distinct

functions in vivo.

DISCUSSION

Identification of functional domains in lncRNAs is an impor-

tant step toward understanding how they work in vivo. Here,

we characterize roX1 and roX2 as the most significant

RNAs associated with MLE and MSL2. roX1 and roX2 contain
n vivo. See also Figure S2.

s at its 50-end (R2H1, R2H2/3, and P3, white boxes), forming the first stem-loop

d (RB1-3, red-in-blue boxes, indicated on top), which also resides in helical

dicated on top. A schematic representation of fragments used in (C) and (D) is

(1–504 nt, lane 5) and not with the beads (lane 3) or GFPRNA (lane 4). Based on

g was retained on the first stem-loop cluster (1–280, lane 6), and not with the

icated antibodies on the right.

3 are individually disrupted by point mutations in the context of the full-length

oX2 interaction. High Expo. is higher exposure of the MLE blot. (C and D) RNA

afe and is shown beneath the immunoblots.

very high scores. See Figure S6.
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common, conserved, and distinct structural domains, which

form the binding platform for these proteins. Interestingly,

regions of lncRNAs that lie outside of these MLE/MSL2 interac-

tion domains appear to be unstructured and not conserved. Our

data also provide evidence on how roX1 and roX2 RNAs can be

functionally redundant by showing that MLE-MSL2-interacting

regions are present in multiple copies in both RNAs.

Similarities and Differences between roX1 and roX2
Earlier work on roX RNAs has identified short stretches of RNA

that are shared between these lncRNAs that are conserved

throughout evolution, called the roX boxes. We show that all

three roX boxes at the 30 end of roX2 RNA and one of the three

roX boxes in roX1 form stable helices in vitro (Figures 3, 4,

and 5). Moreover, these elements represent binding sites for

MLE and MSL2 proteins in vivo (Figures 2, 4, and 5). Detailed

analysis of MLE iCLIP data revealed that there are other RNA

elements in both roX1 and roX2 that resemble the roX box

sequence, and also serve as binding sites for MLE. We named

these elements roX box-like sequences. Together roX box and

roX box-like sequences uncover a consensus binding site for

MLE in roX RNAs (Figure 5E). We could not identify other RNAs

in the Drosophila transcriptome that contain the roX box/roX

box-like motif other than the roX RNAs, adding to the evidence

that it is likely that there are nomore roX-like RNAs that can func-

tion in Drosophila dosage compensation.

Our results expose the logic of a roX RNA: stem-loops contain-

ing RBL elements at the 50 end and RB containing helical struc-

tures joined by a flexible, single-stranded spacer region. In roX2,

these elements are repeated on a very small scale with perfect

copies of RBL/RB elements. On the other hand, in roX1, these

sequence motifs deviate from the ideal consensus more than

roX2, but roX1 probably compensates for this by containing mul-

tiple, autonomous interaction domains that form a much larger

RNA, which is about six times as big as roX2.

MLE Interaction with roX2 RNA Appears to Be Dynamic
Endogenously expressed MLE and affinity-tagged MLE proteins

have the ability to differentiate between the two stem-loop clus-

ters in the two halves of roX2 exon-3 (1–280 versus 281–504 in

Figure 5C and Figure 6E). Interestingly, addition of ATP led to
Figure 6. MLE’s Double-Stranded RNA Binding Domains Interact with

(A) Schematic representation of MLE protein domains. Residues mutated in late

(B) MLE dsRBDs were expressed for EMSA. (Lane 1) His-tagged wild-type ML

expressing one point mutation in the dsRBD1 (K4E) and two in the dsRBD2 (H1

M, molecular weight marker. Protein gel was stained with Coomassie blue. Aste

(C) MLE1-254 interacts with an RNA probe consisting of R2H1 and R2H2/3 regions

in both R2H1 and R2H2 (lanes 7–10, left), or point mutations predicted to rende

binding RNA, severely reduce the interaction between MLE1-254(KHR mutant) and R2

1 mM, respectively, was titrated (black triangle). Free RNA probe is shown in lane

(D) The first (1–280) and the second (281–504) stem-loop clusters of roX2 RNA are

was added during the incubation of RNA with the nuclear extract (lanes 4 and 5)

(E) GRNA chromatography using transgenic MLE constructs that are either wild-

(MLEKHR). Immunoblots (IB) were probed either with an MLE antibody detecting

antibody that only detects the MLE derivatives (right). Lanes 1 and 2 show loadin

(F) roX1 and roX2 do not directly interact in vivo. Antisense oligos to roX1, roX

complexes with the targeted RNA. roX1 ChIRP recovers no roX2 RNA, and roX

RNA was quantified by qRT-PCR. Error bars represent ± SD of three independe
the specific interaction of endogenously expressed MLE with

the second stem-loop cluster of roX2 exon-3 that contains roX

box-containing helical structures (Figure 6D). Furthermore, we

observed that the N-terminal dsRBDs are not only required for

the ATP-independent interactions with the 50 end of roX2

exon-3 but are also required for the ATP-dependent interactions

of MLE with the 30 end of roX2 exon-3 (Figure 6E). A similar di-

chotomy was observed in HITS-CLIP and iCLIP experiments. In

HITS-CLIP, our reads accumulated around the first stem-loop

cluster of roX2 exon-3, concentrating on R2H1, whereas in iCLIP

the balance was shifted toward the second cluster (Figure S6A).

MLE is a member of the RHA/DEAH family of RNA helicases,

which can remodel RNA and RNPs (Jankowsky, 2011). Interest-

ingly, biochemical work on the closely related DEAD box RNA

helicases shows that these enzymes have varying degrees of

affinity toward their RNA substrates during their ATPase cycles

(Russell et al., 2013). Since the GRNA chromatography experi-

ments reveal that the second half of roX2 gains MLE binding

when supplemented with ATP in vitro (Figures 6E and 6F), it is

possible that we are scoring for the quaternary complex between

MLE, roX2, and ADP-Pi in these experiments and catching

enzyme on its way to eventually remodel this part of the RNA

(Figure 7E).

The ATP-independent binding of MLE to the first half of roX2

RNA via its N-terminal dsRBDs could be an initial regulatory

step as roX RNAs constitute important tethers for MLE within

the MSL complex. However, the in vivo analysis (Figures 7A–

7C) revealed that at high expression levels this cluster ‘‘A’’ is

dispensable for dosage compensation. The second hairpin

cluster appears to recruit MLE through the helicase domain in

a way that still requires N-terminal dsRBDs, thus providing a

dynamic platform for rerecruitment and spreading of MLE

along the roX RNA. The function of this cluster ‘‘B’’ can only be

partially compensated by higher expression (Figure 7B), sug-

gesting that it is functionally distinct from ‘‘A.’’ We propose

that the dynamic interaction of MLE with roX RNAs may ensure

that different regions of roX RNAs are exposed such that they

can be used in a redundant or cooperative manner for the inter-

action with the MSL complex members providing plasticity, as

clearly detected for MSL2 binding on roX RNAs in the iCLIP

data in vivo (Figures 4 and 5). However, we cannot exclude the
roX2 RNA

r experiments are also indicated.

E1-254 (32 kDa) protein includes dsRBD 1 and dsRBD 2; (lane 2) a derivative

96E, R198E); (lanes 3 and 4) GST-tagged dsRBD1 and dsRBD2, respectively.

risks (*) indicate the correct protein band.

of roX2 exon-3 (lanes 2–5). Point mutations that disrupt the stability of the stems

r dsRBD1 (K4E) and dsRBD2 (H196E, R198E; lanes 7–10, right) incapable of

H1wt R2H2/3wt RNA. For each protein derivative, 125 nM, 250 nM, 500 nM, or

s 1 and 6 (left gel) and lane 1 (right gel).

used in a GRNA experiment as described in Figures 4 and 5. Here, ATP (3 mM)

.

type (MLEwt), compromised in their ATP-binding pocket (MLEGET), or dsRBDs

endogenous (o) and ectopically expressed MLE derivatives (*) (left) or with an

g of 4% and 12% of input nuclear extracts.

2, and LacZ (negative control) were used to isolate RNA-protein-chromatin

2 recovers no roX1 RNA. LacZ ChIRP enriches for none of the target RNAs.

nt measurements. See Figure S6.
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possibility that integration of roX RNAs with the ‘‘core’’ MSL

complex may also follow a more direct route involving indepen-

dent MSL-RNA interactions that need not require MLE as a

mediator.

roX RNAs as Targeting Sites and Assembly Platform for
the MSL Complex
roX genes have a dual function inDrosophila dosage compensa-

tion: they are sites of roX transcription, but they also contain two

HASs that can recruit the MSL complex independent of the roX

RNAs (Kelley et al., 1999). Moreover, roX RNAs can travel from

their sites of synthesis to the X chromosome when placed as a

transgene to an autosomal site. This suggests that the holo-

MSL complex, containing the core components (MSL1-3 and

MOF) and MLE together with roX RNAs, can form on chromatin

at roX transcription sites and spread in cis on the X chromosome,

but it may also form in solution and be targeted to X-chromo-

somal sites in trans. We have recently shown thatMSL2 interacts

with a dimer of MSL1 and is itself present as a dimer within the

MSL complex (Hallacli et al., 2012). Interestingly, we find here

that roX RNAs do not interact with each other in vivo, suggesting

that there could be one roX RNA species per holo-MSL complex

(Figure 6F and Figure 7F).

Notably, iCLIP methodology utilizing UV crosslinking provides

uswith a snapshot of a pool of interactions that are present at the

instant of irradiation. Although iCLIP data clearly show that MLE

and MSL2 bind to the same domains, it is possible that they

occupy different stem-loops on different molecules of roX

RNAs rather than occupying the same structure at the same

time. roX RNAs, by evolving multiple interaction platforms, can

indeed support such combinatorial binding events, thus facili-

tating spreading along the X chromosome. We propose that

roX RNAs, by virtue of being able to interact with MLE and the

MSL complex, play a central role in the assembly of the holo-

MSL complex containing the ‘‘core’’ (MSL1, MSL2, MSL3,

MOF) and MLE. These complexes may form in solution or on

chromatin such as on sites of roX transcription. Such configura-

tion thus brings different enzymatic activities together (ATPase/

helicase activity of MLE; acetyltransferase activity of MOF and

ubiquitin-ligase activity of MSL2) for the X chromosome-specific
Figure 7. Cooperative Interaction of Tandem Stem-Loops Is Importan

(A–C) Schematic representation of wild-type and mutant roX2 exon-3 constructs

Mutations introduced to the helical regions are indicated by the dashed orange

(A1B0, A2B0, and A3B0) rescuemale lethality (middle, dark orange) and do not affe

the second stem-loop cluster also rescue male lethality (A0B1, A0B2, and A0B3).

male viability andRNA stability are reduced (middle and right). (C) However, combi

A1B4, A2B4, and A3B4) severely affect male viability (middle), without affecting RN

and for expression analysis ± SD of at least three biological replicates.

(D) Polytene chromosomal immunostainings of male third-instar larvae show that

(MSL1, red) and H4K16 acetylation (green) to the X chromosome (X) inmales. How

target sites on the X chromosome, and mistargeting to the chromocenter (arrow

(E) A summary of MLE-roX interactions described in this study. MLE engages

Tandem stem-loops in roX2 play an important role in dosage compensation as c

targeting of the MSL complex to the X chromosome.

(F) A summarymodel using roX2 RNA as an example.We propose that roX RNAs p

MOF). The dynamic interaction of MLE with different regions of roX RNAs in the

complexes where multiple molecules of either MLE or MSL core complex could

targeting and also have the potential to mediate spreading of the MSL comp

X chromosome. See Figure S7.
dosage compensation process (Figure 7F). Directing the assem-

bly of such a complex and by providing plasticity through its

multiple stem-loops, roX RNAs could thus facilitate local

spreading of the MSL complex from HAS into neighboring chro-

matin including low-affinity sites (LASs).

lncRNAs Provide Binding Specificity and Plasticity for
Epigenetic Regulation
Domains identified in roX1 and roX2 could be defined as

‘‘information units’’ within these lncRNAs, which organizationally

resemble stem-loops strung together like ‘‘beads on a string’’

(Dreyfuss et al., 1984). It is tempting to hypothesize that one

could compare the ‘‘information unit’’ within roX lncRNAs to be

the counterpart of codons which provide the basic information

units in mRNAs. For roX lncRNAs, the information unit is a bit

larger (11–15 nt) and involves both primary sequence and sec-

ondary structure. Another important aspect is that the domains

are repeated in the lncRNA but do not appear to have a strict

requirement of spacing or order relative to each other (i.e., no

polarity and reading frame), so functional versions may be rela-

tively easy to evolve during evolution.

In summary, our data suggest that lncRNAs may utilize

discrete repetitive motifs for distinct protein-RNA or even RNA-

DNA interactions to achieve functional specificity in vivo. Such

a mechanism may also be used for other global epigenetic phe-

nomenon such as the X-inactivation in mammalian cells (Augui

et al., 2011; Jeon et al., 2012). Future analysis of other lncRNAs

that combine CLIP methods and RNA structural analysis will

be crucial in identifying structural domains within these RNAs

and understanding their precise roles in the regulation of gene

expression.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Detailed experimental procedures are available in the Supplemental

Information.

ChIP Analysis

ChIP analysis was performed as described in Lam et al. (2012). MLE antibody

used was described in Mendjan et al. (2006). For details, see the Supplemental

Information.
t for roX Function In Vivo

are depicted (left). ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ refer to the first and second stem-loop clusters.

line. (A) Helix-destabilizing mutations introduced to the first stem-loop cluster

ct the stability of these RNAs (right, green). (B) Mutations in individual helices of

When the two terminal helices are disrupted at the same time (A0B4 and A0B5),

natorial mutations affecting both the first and second half of roX2 exon-3 (A1B1,

A stability in vivo (right). (A–C) Error bars for male viability data represent ± SEM

the wild-type roX2 exon-3 construct (left) efficiently targets the MSL complex

ever, the A1B4mutant shows a severe reduction in the number of MSL1-bound

) is observed (right). DNA is stained with Hoechst 33342 (blue).

with roX2 RNA stem-loops in an ATP-independent and -dependent manner.

ombinatorial mutations lead to severe male-specific lethality due to defective

lay an important role in integration ofMLEwith the coreMSL complex (MSL1–3,

absence or presence of ATP could provide a means to compose holo-MSL

be assembled. Such ‘‘heterogenous’’ assemblies could contribute to efficient

lex, enhancing the possibility of short- and long-range interactions on the
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iCLIP

iCLIP was performed essentially as described in König et al. (2010). For details,

see the Supplemental Information.

GRNA Chromatography

GRNA protocol is adapted from Czaplinski et al. (2005) and Duncan et al.

(2006). For details, see the Supplemental Information.

SHAPE and PARS Analysis

Probing roX1 and roX2 RNA using SHAPE analysis was performed as

described in Wilkinson et al. (2006). PARS reactions, library construction,

sequencing, and data processing were performed as in Kertesz et al. (2010).

For details, see the Supplemental Information.

Fly Culture and Genetics

All transgenic lines were generated through the phiC31 integrase-mediated

germline transformation. For details, see the Supplemental Information.
ACCESSION NUMBERS

MLE ChIP seq data are available in the ArrayExpress database under acces-

sion number E-MTAB-1705, the MLE HTS CLIP data under accession number

E-MTAB-1706, and the MLE and MSL2 iCLIP data under accession number

E-MTAB-1669.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes seven figures, Supplemental Experimental

Procedures, and Supplemental References.
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